
The member of staff responsible for Religious Education is Ms Cespedes who 
ensures that knowledge and skills progression are mapped across the curriculum 
with each topic taught. 

What? 

Dovecotes is a multicultural school in a multicultural city.  We celebrate our school’s 
rich diversity and use our RE curriculum to provide pupils with the skills and 
knowledge to be well-informed, empathetic citizens. Our children acquire knowledge 
of different world faiths and the connections between them, learning from religion so 
that they can better understand the beliefs and values which have shaped and 
continue to have an important influence on the world we live in. Our R.E Curriculum 
aims to develop a sense of wonder and prompt philosophical questioning, 
encouraging pupils to remain openminded about different faiths and world views. 
Pupils will understand how prayer, worship and reflection plays an important part in 
developing identity and belonging and will develop respect for and sensitivity to 
others whose faith and beliefs are different to their own.  

How Dovecotes Primary School’s Religious Education curriculum promotes 
our core values:  

Be Creative – To consider how people can express their religion to others. To 
promote inquisitive minds around fundamental questions concerning the meaning 
and purpose of life. To reflect upon their own spiritual development and how religion 
can be used to resolve issues and problem solve.  

Be Ambitious - To introduce pupils to the best that has been thought and said 
through studying the work of different religions and their scriptures. To give pupils 
the skills they need to rationally and intelligently explore the fundamental questions 
of life. 

Be Honest - To explore what is right and wrong, through the teachings of moral 
stories in order to learn about justice and fairness and the impact of different moral 
choices. 

Be Kind - To encourage respectful dialogue between each other. To develop positive 
attitudes and tolerance towards people, communities, beliefs and customs that may 
be different to our own.  

Be Brave - To provide pupils with a safe environment where they feel confident to 
share ideas, opinions and beliefs through open discussion, learning how to disagree 
agreeably and talk about their own and the beliefs of others in a respectful and 
appropriate way. 

Be Healthy - To recognise how religion can be beneficial for spiritual well-being, 
promoting positive emotions such as love, hope, compassion, happiness, peace, 
contentment, gratitude, forgiveness, empathy and acceptance in our lives. 

 


